
Penn’s Landing CAP  

Play Elements Design 
Questions & Responses 

 

1. Is my understanding correct that Pennoni will take the drawings submitted for this RFP which 

are to be completed to a Design Development level -- and complete Construction Documents 

from them? 

No.  The Design Development level drawings completed by the Consultant will be incorporated into the 

bid set.  All remaining documentation/detailing will be delegated design and handled through the shop 

drawing process during construction.  

 

2. Will Construction Phase oversight services be requested under separate contract? If not, why 

are construction phase oversight services not included? 

Construction observation services will not be requested under separate contract because of the 

delegated design approach beyond the Design Development phase. 

 

3. Will Pennoni review and provide consultation services during the schematic and DD phases for 

the structural engineering of the play elements?   Since I believe Pennoni will complete the 

Construction Documents; will they design the structural engineering for the whole piece (in 

addition to the footing)?  Will Pennoni coordinate with the chosen designer during the CD phase 

to ensure the design intent is maintained?  

Pennoni will design the footings and foundations based on the design of the play elements by the 

Consultant.  Engineering of the play elements is by the Consultant.  Consultant will coordinate with 

Hargreaves Jones on design intent. 

 

4. Who will prepare the materials schedules and cost estimate listed under "Deliverables" as "by 

others"? 

Hargreaves Jones. 

 

5. Does bi-weekly meetings mean every other week?  

Yes. 

 

6. Can two companies join as a team prime consultant? 



Yes, a team submission is acceptable 

 

7. Is it possible to submit a design-build proposal? If not, will there be a second-round RFP for 

construction?  

No, due to the procurement policies of DRWC and PennDOT, we cannot accept a design-build proposal 

for this work. Construction, fabrication, and installation of the play elements will be incorporated into an 

overall package for the construction of the park improvements, which will be bid separately.   

 

8. Must the consultant for play element design act alone, or could we team up in a joint 

submission?  

See response to question 6 above. 

 

9. We understand from the Project Scope that the Consultant’s role is to only prepare information 

for incorporation into sealed/stamped projected drawings by others. Is this correct? 

Correct. 

 

10. Related to Question 9 / the Other Notes section, could you further clarify how the specialty 

consultant for play element design would need to address the PennDOT policies, providing 

examples or links to the sections that will be relevant to the deliverables? 

This will be reviewed with the selected consultant. 

 


